
WHAT IS TURNERS THESIS

The Frontier Thesis or Turner Thesis, is the argument advanced by historian Frederick Jackson Turner in that American
democracy was formed by the.

Turner moved to the Huntington Library in San Marino, California , where he remained as senior research
associate until his death. Turner's point of departure for the essay was that in the published report of the
federal census, it was reported that the United States no longer had a discernible frontier--a line of
demarcation dividing, as they said then, "civilization" from "savagery. According to Bancroft, the Germanic
germs had spread across of all Western Europe by the Middle Ages and had reached their height. Indeed, his
influence was felt in American classrooms until the s and 80s. The winner of an oratorical medal as an
undergraduate, he also was a gifted and active public speaker. For many women, Asians, Mexicans who
suddenly found themselves residents of the United States, and, of course, Indians, the West was no promised
land. Evolution[ edit ] Frederick Jackson Turner, c. They also became more violent, more individualistic, more
distrustful of authority, less artistic, less scientific, and more dependent on ad-hoc organizations they formed
themselves. Everything in American history up to the s somehow relates the western frontier, including
slavery. He asked why the Turnerian American character was limited to English settlements in the New
World, and why the frontier did not produce that same character among Native Americans and Spaniards.
Many such critics have sought to replace the idea of a moving frontier with the idea of the West as a
distinctive region, much like the American South. The peculiarity of American institutions is, the fact that they
have been compelled to adapt themselves to the changes of an expanding people to the changes involved in
crossing a continent, in winning a wilderness, and in developing at each area of this progress out of the
primitive economic and political conditions of the frontier into the complexity of city life. Corporate investors
headquartered in New York laid the railroads; government troops defeated Indian nations who refused to get
out of the way of manifest destiny; even the cowboys, enshrined in popular mythology as rugged loners, were
generally low-level employees of sometimes foreign-owned cattle corporations. The Turner Theses The
Turner Theses The central thesis about the frontier coined by Frederick Jackson Turner, commonly called the
frontier thesis, has to do with the origins of the American national character. Turner offered his frontier thesis
as both an analysis of the past and a warning about the future. According to Turner, American progress has
repeatedly undergone a cyclical process on the frontier line as society has needed to redevelop with its
movement westward. However, others viewed this interpretation as the impetus for a new wave in the history
of United States imperialism. They adapted to the new physical, economic and political environment in certain
waysâ€”the cumulative effect of these adaptations was Americanization. Delivered in Chicago before two
hundred historians at the World's Columbian Exposition, a celebration of the four hundredth anniversary of
Columbus's discovery of America, Turner's thesis discounted the then-dominant "germ theory" of American
history, which argued that American political and social character evolved directly from European
antecedents. Rebelling against this view, Turner argued instead that Europeans had been transformed by the
process of settling the American continent and that what was unique about the United States was its frontier
history. In spite of this, Turner laments, the frontier has received little serious study from historians and
economists. Williams viewed the frontier concept as a tool to promote democracy through both world wars, to
endorse spending on foreign aid, and motivate action against totalitarianism. Successive generations moved
further inland, shifting the lines of settlement and wilderness, but preserving the essential tension between the
two.


